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In this paper we give for generalized Bessel operators studied by M. I.
Klyuchantsev a representation theory for solutions of the related heat equations. A
new approach is given to develop this theory studied before by many authors. Our
method is different from those given by D. T. Haimo, C. Markett, and H. Kemnitz.
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I. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1959 P. C. Rosenbloom and D. V. Widder 10 established series
representation theories for expanding solutions of the classical heat equa-
tion in terms of polynomial solutions. These results were extended to the
w x w xBessel heat equations by D. T. Haimo 5 and L. R. Bragg 1 , and for more
w xgeneral singular operators of second order by A. Fitouhi 4 . H. Kemnitz
w x8 extended this theory to higher-order derivative operators and recently
w xD. T. Haimo and C. Markett 6, 7 , taking into account the work of J. B.
w xDiaz and C. S. Means 3 , studied the representation theory for the heat
equation
­ 2 qu x , t ­ u x , t .  .qq1y1 s . . 2 q ­ t­ x
They defined the source solutions as the classical Fourier transform of
eyt u
2 q
.
In this paper, we give an extension of these topics for the heat equations
associated with the higher-order Bessel function of vector index studied in
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w xgreat detail by M. I. Klyuchantsev 9 . This new point of view is construc-
tive. For example, for some value of the vector index, we find other
polynomial solutions of the higher-order heat equations related to
2 q 2 q w x­ r­ x . These solutions are different from those found in 6, 7 . This
approach leads to some questions, such as to how to choose the source
solution and as to whether biorthogonality holds. Some answers will
appear in later publications.
 .In this work r is a positive integer and a s a , . . . , a a vector1 ry1
 . < <having r y 1 real components with a s a q ??? qa .1 ry1
We begin by recalling some results about trigonometric functions of
w xr-order and Bessel functions of vector index 9 .
I.1. Trigonometric Functions of r-Order. Let m s eip r r and v , k sk
1, 2, . . . , r, the r th roots of unity
v s e2 ip ky1.r r . 1.1 .k
w xThe r-cosine is defined in 9 by
z r mm
cos z s y1 . 1.2 .  .r rm ! .mG0
Since
r r , for integers m divisible by r ,m
v s . k  0, for integers m not divisible by r ,
ks1
 .and expanding the exponential function in series, we can write 1.2 in the
form
r1
mv zkcos z s e . 1.3 .r r ks1
 .We thus observe from 1.3 that, for r ) 2, the function cos z increasesr
< <exponentially when z ª `. Indeed we have
n rd 1
< z <  ry2. < z <cos z F e F e , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 1.4 .rndz r ks1
 .DEFINITION 1. A function f z is called r-even if
f v z s f z , k s 1, . . . , r . 1.5 .  .  .k
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PROPOSITION 1. The function cos z is r-e¨en and satisfies, in particular,r
dr
cos z s ycos z . 1.6 .r rrdz
I.2. Bessel Functions of Vector Index. The Bessel function of vector
 . w xindex a s a , . . . , a is defined, for x ) 0, by 91 ry1
m < <r mq ay1 x .
J x s . 1.7 .  .a ry1  /rmG0 m! G a q m q 1 . i
is1
 .Note that, when r s 2, the formula 1.7 is reduced to the classical Bessel
w xfunction. Some properties of this function are studied in 9 . We have, in
w xparticular, from 9, p. 358 , that
r rr2
J x s cos x , 1.8 .  .y1r r , y2r r , . . . , y ry1.r r . r .ry1 r22p x .
w xand, from 9, p. 360 , that for a ) y1 q krr, k s 1, 2, . . . , r y 1, thek
function J has the following integral representation of Poisson typea
< <ary1r2r xrr . 1 1
J x s ??? . H Ha ry1
0 0 .ry1 r22p G a q irr .  . i
is1
=
ry1
a yirrir iy1cos xt . . . t 1 y t t dt . 1.9 .  . .r 1 ry1 i i i
is1
PROPOSITION 2. For a ) y1 q krr, k s 1, . . . , r y 1, and n sk
0, 1, 2, . . . , we ha¨e
n 1r2< <y ad x r
J x F .an  .ry1 r2 /dx r 2p .
=
ry1 G n q i rr G a y irr q 1 .  . . i  ry2. < x <e ,
G a q nrr q 1 G a q irr .  .is1 i i
1.10 .
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in particular
< < ry1y ax
J x F . a /r is1
=
G a y irr q 1 .i  ry2. < x <e . 1.11 .
G a q 1 G a q irr .  .i i
 .  .  .Proof. The inequality 1.10 is a consequence of 1.9 and 1.4 . The
 .  .inequality 1.11 is derived from the formula 1.10 , when n s 0, and the
Gauss]Legendre duplication formula
ry1 k  .ry1 r2 1r2yr zG z q s 2p r G rz , r s 2, 3, . . . . 1.12 .  .  .  /rks0
II. THE BESSEL OPERATOR OF r-ORDER
We suppose now that the components of the vector a satisfy
k
a G y1 q , k s 1, . . . , r y 1. 2.1 .k r
 .The Bessel operator of r-order is defined on 0, ` by
a a1 ry1 r .  ry1. 1.B u s u q u q ??? q u , 2.2 .r ry1x x
where the coefficients a depend on the components a , k s 1, . . . , r y 1,k k
of the vector a as
k ry11 j y 1ky ja s y1 ra q j , .  . ryk i /k y 1k y 1 ! . is1js1
k s 1, . . . , r y 1. 2.3 .
For example,
ry1 r r y 1 .
< <a s ra q j s r a q , .1 j 2js1
ry1
a s ra q 1 . .ry1 j
js1
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We note that, when r s 2, we obtain the classical Bessel operator of the
second order
2a q 1
B u s u0 q u9,2 x
and for a s y1 q krr, since a s 0 for k s 1, 2, . . . , r y 1,k k
dr
B u s u.r rdx
Let us now consider the system
¡ rB u x s yl u x , .  .r~ u 0 s 1, . 2.4 .¢ k .u 0 s 0 k s 1, . . . , r y 1, .
where l g C.
 .The use of the Frobenius method leads us to conclude that 2.4 has a
unique solution which is r-even and given by
< < ry1ar
j l x s G a q 1 J l x , 2.5 .  .  .  .a i a /l x is1
 .  .where J ? is the Bessel function of vector index a 1.7 . Furthermore,a
 .  .the function f such that f l s j l x is also r-even and can be expandeda
in power series of lr to give
m r mj l x s y1 b x l , 2.6 .  .  .  .a r , m
mG0
where we let
r mry11 G a q 1 1 .i r mb x s x . r , m  /m! G a q m q 1 r .is1 i
s b 1 x r m . 2.7 .  .r , m
Using Stirling's formula, we find that, for some constant K
< <r mq ae
0 F b 1 F K , 2.8 .  .r , m  /rm
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 .and it is easy to see that the following properties of b x hold, namely,r , m
b x s 1, .r , 0 2.9 . B b x s b x , m s 1, 2, . . . . .  .  .r r , m r , my1
 .  .Now we derive from inequalities 1.10 and 1.11 that, for n s 1, 2, . . . ,
nd
j l x .andx
ry1 G n q i rr G a y irr q 1 .  . . i n  ry2. < l x << <F l e , 2.10 .
G irr G a q nrr q 1 G a q irr .  .  .is1 i i
in particular
ry1 G a y irr q 1 .i  ry2. < l x << <j l x F e . . a G a q irr .is1 i
III. HIGHER-ORDER BESSEL HEAT POLYNOMIALS
 . rWe recall that the function j l x is analytic in l . We thus have, fora
t g R,
lr nr nytle j l x s y1 ¨ x , t . 3.1 .  .  .  .a r , n rn ! .nG0
with
n nypt
¨ x , t s rn ! b x , 3.2 .  .  .  .r , n r , p n y p ! .ps0
 .  .the functions b x defined by 2.7 .r , p
 .We note that the relation 3.2 can be inverted to give
n nyp¨ x , t t .r , pnyp
b x s y1 . 3.3 .  .  .r , n rp ! n y p ! .  .0
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 .From 2.8 , we find that
rn ! .
B ¨ s ¨ , n s 1, 2, . . . 3.4 .  .r r , n r , ny1r n y 1 ! .
­
B ¨ s ¨ , n s 0, 1, 2 . . . 3.5 .  .r r , n r , n­ t
¨ x , 0 s rn !b x . 3.6 .  .  .  .r , n r , n
 .When r s 2, the functions ¨ x, t are the Bessel heat polynomials2, n
w x w xstudied by D. T. Haimo 5 and L. R. Bragg 1 . Since the functions
 .  .¨ x, t appear as a generalization of ¨ x, t we call them higher-orderr , n 2, n
Bessel heat polynomials. Furthermore for a s y1 q krr, k s 1, . . . ,k
r y 1, we obtain another kind of higher-order heat polynomial associated
with drrdx r which differs from those studied by D. T. Haimo and C.
w x w xMarkett 6, 7 and H. Kemnitz 8 .
We establish the following estimates that will be needed later.
LEMMA 1. For n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , and 0 - x rri - `,0 0
< < n1 t0
< <¨ x , t G . 3.7 .  .r , n 0 0rn ! n! .
 .Proof. The inequality is a consequence of the fact that b x s 1 andr , 0 0
the hypothesis.
By Stirling's formula, we note that
COROLLARY 1. For n s 1, 2, . . . , 0 - x rrt - `0 0
n
< <1 t e0y1r2< <¨ x , t G Mn , 3.8 .  .r , n 0 0  /rn ! n .
where M is a constant depending on x and t .0 0
LEMMA 2. We ha¨e
n r< < < <1 d q t x .
< < < <¨ x , t F exp , .r , n  /rn ! n! d r .
n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 3.9 .
where d is positi¨ e.
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Proof. For r G 2 the following inequality holds by induction on p,
p s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
r pp! r F rp !, .  .
so that
ry1 r p  ry1. pG a q 1 r r .i F p!F . ry1G a q p q 1 rp ! .  . p!is1  .i
 .  .The relations 2.7 and 3.2 give, for d ) 0, that
1
< < < <¨ x , t .r , nrn ! .
r p nypn ypn ry1 < < < <d n! G a q 1 x t d .is   nyp /n! p! G a q p q 1 r n y p ! d .  .is1 ips0
pnyp rn  ry1. pn < < < <d t r xpF . rry1 /  /  /nn! d d rp! .ps0
< < p  .k < z <Since z r p! F e , k G 0, we obtain the result.
By Stirling's formula, we note that
< <COROLLARY 2. For n s 1, 2, . . . , 0 - d , x - R
nry1r< < < < < <¨ x , t F K d q t r nre , 3.10 .  .  .  .r , n
where K is a constant depending on d , R, r.
 .IV. CONVERGENCE OF THE SERIES a ¨ x, tn r , n
In this section we establish that if the series of polynomials
 .  . a ¨ x, t converges at a point x , t then it converges in a stripnG 0 n r , n 0 0
 . 2 < < 4S s x, t g R , t - s where s is defined with the aid of the coeffi-s
cients a .n
 .THEOREM 1. Let a be a sequence of real or complex numbers andn nG 0
 .  . rsuppose that the series  a ¨ x, t con¨erges at x , t , 0 - x rt - `,nG 0 n r , n 0 0 0 0
then
 .i
nry1e
a s O , 4.1 .n r ry1 /< <r n t0
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 .  . 2 < < < <4ii the series con¨erges absolutely in x, t g R , t - t and con-0
¨erges uniformly in any compact region of this strip.
 .Proof. The hypothesis leads us to lim a ¨ x , t s 0. We deducenª` n r , n 0 0
from Lemma 1 that
n!
< <a F C ,nn < <rn ! t . 0
 .and by Stirling's formula, we obtain i .
Now the preceding inequality and Lemma 2 show that, for d ) 0, we
have
n r< < < <d q t x
< <a ¨ x , t F C exp . .n r , n  / /< <t d0
< < < <  < <. < <.nFor t - t y d , the series  d q t r t converges, and since d0 nG 0 0
 .may be taken arbitrarily small, ii is proved.
 .THEOREM 2. Let a be a sequence of real or complex numbers suchn nG 0
that
1ry1 1r n< <lim sup rnre a s - q`. 4.2 .  .n rsnª`
 .Then the series  a ¨ x, t con¨erges absolutely in the strip S , definednG 0 n r , n s
abo¨e, and con¨erges uniformly in any compact region of this strip.
 .Proof. The hypothesis shows that, if 0 - u - 1, there exists N u such
that
nry1e
< <a F K , n ) N u . .n r ry1 /su r n
< <On the other hand, using Corollary 2, we have, for d ) 0 and x - R,
n
< <d q t
< <a ¨ x , t F K . .n r , n  /su
If we choose d close to zero and u close to one, the result follows.
V. ANALYTIC CAUCHY PROBLEM RELATED TO THE
r-ORDER BESSEL OPERATOR Br
 .LEMMA 3. Let a be a sequence of real or complex numbers suchn nG 0
 .that 4.2 holds and set
u x , t s a ¨ x , t . 5.1 .  .  . n r , n
nG0
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 .Then u x, t is an analytic function of two ¨ariables in the strip S , gi¨ en bys
 .4.3 , and satisfying
­ u
B u x , t s x , t , 5.2 .  .  .r ­ t
furthermore, the coefficients a are gi¨ en byn
nB u x , 0 .r
a s . 5.3 .n rn ! .  .0, 0
Proof. Under the hypothesis, Theorem 2 shows that the series
 . a ¨ x, t converges uniformly in any compact region of S , sonG 0 n r , n s
 .u x, t is an analytic function in the whole strip S .s
Now for a fixed integer p, we have
ry1rn 11r n< <lim sup a s - `.nqp /e rsnª`
 .Theorem 2 leads to the conclusion that the series  a ¨ x, tnG 0 nqp r , n
 .converges uniformly in any compact region of S . Taking account of 3.4s
 .and 3.5 we deduce that
­ u
B u x , t s x , t . .  .r ­ t
If we let t s 0, we have
B nu x , 0 s a B n¨ x , 0 . .  .r p r r , p
pG0
 .  .We note, from 2.7 and 3.6 , that
n <B ¨ x , 0 s rn !d , .  .0, 0.r r , p p , n
where d is the Kronecker symbol, so thatp, n
nB u x , 0 .r
a s .n rn ! .  .0, 0
 .  .THEOREM 3. i under the conditions of Lemma 3, the function u x, t
has the Mac-Laurin expansion
bp , m r p mu x , t s x t , 5.4 .  . m!p , mG0
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where
b s a r p q m !b 1 , 5.5 .  .  .p , m pqm r , p
 .  .and b 1 is gi¨ en by 2.7 .r , p
 . < < < <ii If for x - r and t - s the function
bp , m r p mu x , t [ x t .  m!p , mG0
 .  . .  .  .satisfies B u x, t s ­ ur­ t x, t , where b is gi¨ en by 5.5 , then u x, tr p, m
can be extended to an analytic function in the strip S and we ha¨es
u x , t s a ¨ x , t . .  . n r , n
nG0
 .Proof. i The hypothesis results in the convergence of the series
 < < < <.  .  . a ¨ x , t in the strip S . Hence, by 2.7 and 3.2 , we havenG 0 n r , n s
n nypt
r pu x , t s a rn ! b 1 x .  .  . n r , p n y p ! .nG0 ps0
t m
r ps a r m q p !b 1 x , .  . mq p r , p m!m , pG0
and the result is established.
 .ii The result follows from the properties of the power series and the
 .  .definitions of b x and ¨ x, t .r , n r , n
 .THEOREM 4. Let a be a sequence of real or complex numbers suchn nG 0
 .that 4.2 holds. Then the series
t m
r pa r m q p !b 1 x , .  . mq p r , p m!m , pG0
< <con¨erges in the strip S and, except when x s 0, di¨ erges for t ) s .s
 . < <Proof. Let x , t be such that x / 0, and t ) s , and suppose that0 0 0 0
 .the series converges at x , t . Then, for a fixed integer p, we obtain0 0
t m0r p< < < <b 1 x a r m q p ! - `. .  .r , p 0 mqp m!mG0
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We deduce further that
r rnry1 1 11r n< <lim sup a F - ,nry1 < <t senª` 0
but this contradicts the condition of convergence for the related series.
We now apply our results to solve the Cauchy problem
­ u¡
B u x , t s x , t , .  .r~ 5.6­ t  .¢ u x , 0 s f x , .  .
 .  w x.where f x is an r-even entire function in Delsarte's sense see 2
f x s rn !a b x , 5.7 .  .  .  . n r , n
nG0
 .  .the series being convergent on R; b x is given by 2.7 .r , n
Indeed, as an immediate consequence of the preceding results, we have
the following
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 3. Let s ) 0 and f x s  a rn !b x such thatnG 0 n r , n
 .4.2 holds. Then
t m
mu x , t s B f x .  . r m!mG0
 .is a solution of problem 5.6 .
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